Master 2 internship: improving generalization of deep learning segmentation in biomedical applications

Deep learning has become the state-of-the-art approach for the segmentation of biomedical images. In the case of histology, staining is often used to highlight anatomical structures. For biological or technical reasons, staining techniques often produce variable results. Data available at a given moment is therefore not always representative of future acquisitions.

The aim of this internship is to propose different solutions to this problem, such as image augmentation, backpropagation for adaptation [5], image to image translation[2] or generative adversarial networks [1][2][4].

Candidates should be familiar with machine learning and image processing. Experience with Python for programming would be a bonus. The internship could lead to a Ph.D. position.

Duration: 4-6 months, starting between January and March 2019.
Net salary: 1100 € / month.

Contact: santiago.velasco@mines-paristech.fr, etienne.decenciere@mines-paristech.fr
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